Micellar coatings of surfactants at solid–liquid interfaces can provide colloidal stability, corrosion inhibition, and boundary lubrication. Understanding the dynamics of such coatings is necessary to the optimization of self-healing, a characteristic of micellar structures. Self-healing rates that are sufficient to counter the rate of defect formation due to physical or chemical attack are required for successful engineering applications. Although some dynamic parameters of bulk and surface processes have been reported, the time scale for micellar surface self-assembly remains unknown. In this work, we present a novel atomic force microscopy (AFM) technique that allows us to visualize this self-healing process over millisecond time scales at nanometer spatial resolution. No traditional technique used to detect surface adlayers, including neutron reflectometry, optical reflectometry, ellipsometry, and Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) combines such high temporal and spatial resolutions. Using our new method, we show that nanometer-sized defects in a crystalline array of surface micelles recover flawlessly in less than 6 ms.

The highly ordered, self-assembled micellar structures formed by surfactants at the solid–liquid interface were first revealed by AFM. Depending on the surfactant/surface combination, different morphologies such as full or half spherical and cylindrical micelles were found, often organized into large crystalline arrays of surface micelles. Since typical AFM acquisition times are on the order of minutes, these studies treated such aggregates as seemingly static, neglecting their dynamic behavior at different time scales. While the lateral diffusion rates of individual surfactants within flat surfactant layers are known, the actual aggregation of molecules into micelles and their organization into micellar crystals are potentially much slower. Similarly, in bulk surfactant solutions the exchange time of surfactant monomers between micellar aggregates and the solvent is much faster than the formation time of an entire micelle from individual molecules and the corresponding disintegration time. Using AFM force-displacement curves at different approach frequencies, Clark and Ducker suggested that the reorganization of surfactants on a silica surface may occur within times as short as 20 ms. However, since the force-displacement method does not provide images, it is impossible to know if the micellar film was punctured or only compressed. Thus, their results cannot be used to draw definite conclusions on how fast surfactants self-assemble into micellar arrays on surfaces. With our technique, the AFM tip demonstrably pierces the surfactant adlayer, thereby imaging the lattice of the underlying substrate (Figure 1). Using the same tip, we simultaneously image the micellar structure of the adlayer on the substrate and thus are able to immediately monitor the adlayer’s response to the tip-induced defect (Figure 1).

In previous AFM imaging studies of surfactant surface aggregates, very low force set points were used to keep the tip above the very weakly bound aggregate layer through repulsive forces in the electric double-layer. Figure 1a shows the crystalline array of hemicylindrical surface micelles that is detected under these conditions at the interface of highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) and a 10 mM solution of sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS). If the force is then increased by just a few hundred pN, the probe overwhelms the repulsive force, pierces the surfactant layer and makes contact with the substrate, as illustrated in Figure 2. In this case, the substrate rather than the adsorbate is imaged.

Our new imaging technique purposely operates in this high-force regime. In addition to acquiring the deflection and topography signals as in previous work, we also monitor the cantilever torsion
which represents the friction between tip and sample. As expected, this friction signal reveals the honeycomb lattice of the graphite substrate, without any apparent signal from the surfactant aggregates, shown in Figure 1b. When larger areas are scanned under otherwise identical parameters, the friction images not only show the lattice, but—surprisingly—the signature of the micellar aggregates simultaneously, visible in Figure 1c in the shape of diagonal stripes. At the reduced magnification necessary to reveal this micellar signal, the much smaller graphite lattice is very hard to recognize in what appears to be background “noise”. It is, however, easily revealed by the Fourier transform of Figure 1c, displayed as an inset to Figure 1c, conveniently demonstrating the different length scales: the stripes in Figure 1c, produced by the hemicylindrical micelles, translate into two dots close to the center of the transform; the honeycomb lattice of graphite is represented by the hexagonal pattern at much higher spatial frequencies. The observation that micellar structures are, within the limit of the transform; the honeycomb lattice of graphite is represented by the hexagonal pattern at much higher spatial frequencies. The blue and green lines superimposed on the inset image highlight the orientation of the substrate lattice and the micellar array, respectively, confirming that the surfactant structures are, within the precision of our technique, oriented perpendicular with a symmetry axis of the HOPG lattice, as expected. Application of a band-pass filter to Figure 1c increases the visibility of the stripes (Figure 1d) and allows us to determine the stripe periodicity as 5.3 ± 0.5 nm, in excellent agreement with the results of the traditional low-force imaging mode (Figure 1a).

We explain the imaging behavior by referring to the simplified schematic in Figure 2. The observation that all our high-force images show the substrate lattice with its 140 pm bond length proves that the AFM tip is in contact with the substrate in the region denoted by “1”, giving rise to the atomic-scale friction modulations. We estimate that the surfactant adlayer is completely displaced in a circular area of at least 9 nm in diameter (see Supporting Information). As the tip is moved toward the right, it contacts the surfactant adlayer in the areas denoted by “2” and ultimately strips these periodically adsorbed aggregates from the surface. It is thus not surprising that sliding the AFM probe across the surface at the described conditions exerts a torque on the cantilever that reflects the 5.3 nm periodicity of the adlayer, although we do not yet have a definite model to interpret this modulation, including the energetics of motion leading to the torque and the role of the hydrodynamics in the healing rates.

This imaging behavior also allows us to assess the temporal behavior of the surface aggregates. Since the spacing of two subsequent scan lines in Figure 1c is only 78 pm, the tip essentially samples the area from which aggregates had been removed during the preceding scan line—a stripe roughly 9 nm of width. Since the micellar surfactant pattern is still detected in every scan line, the tip-induced defects must recover within the time between two subsequent scan lines. These patterns stay identical in shape and modulation height when the line frequency is varied between 5 and 60 Hz. This shows that (i) recovery occurs in the time between two scan lines and that (ii) complete, flawless recovery of the crystalline array of hemicylindrical micelles is achieved, even at the highest line frequency of 60 Hz. Thorough analysis of the tip trajectory allows us to conclude that this recovery is complete within ~6 ms (see Supporting Information).

In bulk SDS solutions, where the transport-limited \( t_{1, \text{bulk}} \) is ~20 \( \mu \)s, the formation of a bulk micelle takes as long as ~2 ms (\( t_{2, \text{bulk}} \)). On surfaces, the previously measured diffusion rates\(^{19,20}\) of 10\(^{-12}\) to 10\(^{-10}\) m\(^2\)/s would allow the closing of a 20 nm diameter hole within a microsecond.\(^{22}\) Similar to the bulk solution, we expect the self-assembly time of a surface micelle to be longer; our measurements show that the upper limit for this process is ~6 ms. On silica surfaces, adsorption and desorption times of surfactants are as long as seconds,\(^{10}\) which may indicate that the reorganization process described here is mainly because of redistribution of surfactant molecules on the surface rather than the exchange of the surfactants between the bulk liquid and the surface.

We have demonstrated that nanometer-scale defects in a crystal-line array of surfactant surface micelles cure within 6 ms. Simultaneous imaging of both the substrate and the adsorbed layer of surfactant aggregates is achieved by monitoring friction forces while scanning in contact with the substrate. We thus acquire images at two “heights”, exhibiting features at the micellar and atomic length scales that are almost 2 orders of magnitude apart. We expect this technique to be of use not only in the study of the dynamic behavior of surfactant aggregates but with other adsorbed layers that exhibit a characteristic structural signature.
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23. The characteristic time, \( t \), of this process is estimated by \( \tau = (\text{characteristic length})^2/(\text{diffusivity}) \), i.e., \( (10 \text{ nm})^2/(10^{-11} \text{ m}^2/\text{s}) \approx 10 \mu \text{s} \).